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Abstract— Large-area electronics (LAE) is a compelling plat-
form for developing the next generation of human–computer
interfaces (HCIs). These systems aim to provide natural inter-
faces that do not rely on the user providing active and explicit
inputs. Instead, user intentions should be inferred implicitly from
our natural interactions with the environment and with each
other, in order to derive inputs. This requires a large number of
sensors to detect signals from interactions and signal-processing
to infer the intentions. LAE is a well-suited technology for
creating the sensors, enabling these to be diverse and distributed
but also conformal. This eases integration in/on environmental
and personal surfaces. In order to address the signal-processing
required, as well as the other system functions, we develop hybrid
LAE/CMOS architectures, which exploit the complementary
strengths of the two technologies. We demonstrate the hybrid
architectures in several testbed systems, and focus on two of these
as case studies: 1) A source separation system, which uses a large-
area microphone array to separate the voice of multiple simul-
taneous speakers in a room; 2) An electroencephalogram (EEG)
acquisition and biomarker-extraction system based on flexible,
thin-film electronics.

Index Terms— a-Si, electroencephalogram (EEG), human–
computer interfaces (HCIs), hybrid system, large-area
electronics (LAEs), source separation, TFT.

I. INTRODUCTION

THOUGH we have seen tremendous advancement in the
computational capabilities of electronic systems, we have

not seen a proportionate rise in natural interfaces whereby
such capabilities can be seamlessly accessed while we live,
work, and play. Indeed, progress has been made towards more
natural ways of interfacing with electronic systems, such as
touch screens in consumer devices; however, these require
users to actively and explicitly provide inputs, thus disrupting
our natural activities. This restricts the scenarios in which we
can or would like to use such systems. Our vision for the next
generation of human–computer interfaces (HCIs) consists of
sensors that are integrated into our everyday lives, and which
do not rely on our explicit inputs, but instead are able to infer
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Fig. 1. An example of HCIs for ambient sensing.

our intentions from our interactions with our environments
and with each other. Such HCIs do not need us to turn our
attention away from our natural activities, thereby expanding
the ways and scenarios in which we can make use of electronic
systems. We identify two critical attributes of such HCIs:
1) the ability to opportunistically detect human-activity and
-interaction signals, through a large number of distributed
embedded sensors; and 2) the ability to perform inferences
over the acquired signals, through advances in embedded
computing and algorithms, in order to determine how and what
services should be deployed by electronic systems.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, when we physically interact with
the environment and each other, we produce a plethora of
signals, such as pressure when we speak or touch objects,
radiated heat from our bodies, carbon dioxide when we exhale,
varying electrostatic fields when we move with respect to
objects, and biopotentials caused by physiological processes
in our bodies (e.g., nervous, skeletal-muscular, cardio-vascular
systems). Given the diverse types and locations of human-
activity/ interaction signals, and the diverse features these may
provide for inferring intentions, traditional technologies for
sensing (e.g., discrete-point sensing nodes and remote sensing
nodes [1]) are likely to limit our ability to achieve the HCIs
envisioned. Thus, as a starting-point technology for creating
such HCIs, we turn our focus to a technology called Large-
Area Electronics (LAE). LAE is based on low-temperature
processing of thin films. This enables compatibility with
diverse materials, leading to a broad range of transducers (for
sensing and energy harvesting) which can be fabricated on sub-
strates such as glass and plastic, for large (> 1 m2) and highly-
flexible form factors [2]. This make LAE a potential platform
for creating diverse sensors distributed over a physically-
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expansive space, and it also enables dense spacing of sensors
for high-resolution of measurements. Furthermore, its flexible
and lightweight form-factor, with substrate thicknesses of one-
to-one hundred μm [3], facilitates the deployment of sensors
unobtrusively in a wide variety of scenarios, ranging from the
walls of a room, to the wings of an aircraft, to the body of a
person. Over the last 15 years, a wide variety of such sensors
have been demonstrated, including strain [4], light [5], gas [6],
pressure [7], biopotential [8], etc.

However, while transformational for enabling the sensing
required for HCIs, we note that LAE is inadequate for creating
full systems. This because low-temperature processing leads
to transistors with orders-of-magnitude lower performance
and energy efficiency than traditional transistors available
in silicon-CMOS integrated circuits (ICs). Most importantly,
this limits the ability to derive advanced inferences from
the acquired signals, as required of the HCIs. Thus, in this
paper we focus on hybrid systems, which combine LAE with
silicon-CMOS ICs [9]. We describe the generalized structure
of hybrid-system platforms, but we place specific emphasis on
the specialized algorithms these require for extracting specific
outputs, leading to user intentions or states that can drive
automatic responses from electronic systems. We do this in
the context of two classes of HCIs, for which LAE is critically
enabling: 1) ambient HCIs based on sensing our interactions
with our environments, by exploiting large-area, diverse sens-
ing distributed across the length scales of our environments,
and 2) on-person HCIs based on sensing physiological signals,
by exploiting light-weight, highly-conformal sensing worn
with minimal obtrusiveness on the body.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section II motivates hybrid systems, presenting generalized
principles and architectures for the platforms, derived from
previous experimental demonstrations. To concretely exam-
ine the translation of such platforms to specific HCIs, we
note that especially the signal-inference/-processing algo-
rithms are largely driven by specific characteristics of the
applications. Thus, we present two case studies corresponding
to the two classes of HCIs (ambient and on-person HCIs).
Section III describes a system for separating the voices of
two simultaneous speakers, based on the spatial-filtering capa-
bility of a large-area, thin-film microphone array [10], [11].
Section IV describes an electroencephalogram (EEG) acquisi-
tion and biomarker-extraction system based on flexible, thin-
film electrodes [12]. In both sections, the focus is on the
systems and algorithms aspects, and details of the circuit and
architectural designs are provided in the respective references
cited. Finally Section V concludes.

II. HYBRID SYSTEMS FOR HCIS

As Section I states, the hybrid approach is required to
exploit the transformational sensing capabilities of LAE in
practical systems. Namely, complete systems require sensors
and energy harvesters to be combined with functionality for
instrumentation, computation, power management, and com-
munication. While LAE does enable the creation of thin-
film transistors (TFTs) which could implement such functions,
low-temperature processing, which is required for forming

TABLE I

COMPARISON OF TRANSISTOR PERFORMANCE

Fig. 2. Examples of hybrid systems, including (a) gesture sensing [13],
(b) array of radio front-ends [17], (c) voice sensing [10], (d) strain sens-
ing [15], and (e) image detection [14].

diverse and expansive sensor arrays, leads to low perfor-
mance. For illustration, Table II shows transistor parameters
for two LAE technologies we fabricate in house [amorphous-
silicon (a-Si) TFTs and zinc-oxide (ZnO) TFTs], compared
with a foundry crystalline-silicon (c-Si) CMOS technology.
Thus, to realize the required functionality efficiently and on
a scale that can exploit the level of sensing possible in
LAE, a high-performance transistor technology such as c-Si
CMOS is required. However, in hybrid systems, the use of
disparate technologies raises distinct challenges, specifically
around interfacing signals between the two domains. This
drives the design of specialized architectures for the various
functions required [9].

Thus, to concretely understand platform architectures for
hybrid systems, our research has developed a number of such
systems, some of which are depicted in Fig. 2. A few examples
include the following (with circuits and systems details in the
provided references):

• 3D gesture-sensing based on extended-range capacitive
sensing [13].

• Voice sensing to enhance human speech in loud envi-
ronments and act as a front-end for a voice-command
recognition engine [10], [11].

• Electroencephalogram (EEG) sensing with a flexible
form-factor to improve patient comfort, and with signal
processing for seizure detection [12].

• Large-area imagers, which carry out object classification
using embedded machine-learning classifiers [14].

• Strain sensing to monitor civil infrastructure and
detect early-stage cracks for structural-health monitor-
ing [15], [16].

• Distributed, flexible array of radio front-ends based fully
on TFTs for lining walls of a space to communicate with
distributed sensors [17].
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TABLE II

EXPLOITING THE COMPLEMENTARY STRENGTHS OF CMOS AND LAE

Insights gained from these systems have resulted in gener-
alized principles as well as platform architectures, circuits,
and devices for hybrid systems. On a high level, the dis-
tribution of functionality between the LAE and c-Si CMOS
domains, across the various sub-systems required, follows
directly from the complementary respective strengths of the
two technologies. This distribution is summarized in Table II.
However, as mentioned, more specifically, practical hybrid
systems are limited by the interfacing of signals between the
two technology domains. Thus, this becomes a primary driver
of many design choices associated with the sub-systems and
complete systems. Details and analyses of the architectural
design choices are provided in [9], while details and analyses
of the physical design choices (e.g., assembly of multi-sheet
hybrid systems) are provided in [3].

Generally, we find that many approaches taken for the
platform architectures can be fairly generic across applications
(for control, noise-management, modulation, multiplexing, and
transfer of domain-crossing signals). On the other hand, we
find that the systems algorithms required, tend to be more
strongly associated with the specific applications; yet, in many
cases, important aspects of the algorithms are also driven
by attributes and limitations (most notably interfacing) of
the hybrid-system platform. For the HCIs envisioned, system
algorithms are of particular importance, given that the sensed
signals only weakly and/or indirectly provide features for
inferring human intentions. With previous publications from
our group focusing on the platform architectures and physical
design [9], [3], the remainder of this paper focuses on the
systems algorithms for HCIs. Due to the stronger associa-
tion these have with applications, we present the algorithmic
approaches through two case studies, representing ambient and
on-person HCIs. While experimental demonstrations of these
have been previously reported [10], [12], here we focus on
the systems algorithms, specifically highlighting two critical
aspects:

1) The envisioned HCIs place an emphasis on advanced
signal processing in order to translate raw sensor signals
into inferences about human intentions. In particular, the
inferences are based on features derived from diverse
signals, which only peripherally express how we would
like embedded computing systems to provide services.
Thus, how sensed signals correlate with both the features
and the inferences may be complex.

2) Hybrid systems face several specific platform chal-
lenges, especially due to the low performance and/or
non-ideal behavior of LAE functions. Signal process-
ing gives us system-level solutions for overcoming
these, which we often find to offer significantly greater

leverage and designer flexibility than technology-level
solutions. For example, as we will show, signal process-
ing enables sensor variations and the number of intercon-
nects from large-area sensors to be mitigated, which are
two key considerations for large-scale hybrid systems.

III. CASE STUDY 1: BLIND AUDIO-SOURCE SEPARATION

FOR AMBIENT SENSING

Ambient electronics has the potential to foster collabora-
tive spaces and enhance interpersonal interactions. LAE is a
promising technology for these systems, since they require
a flexible form factor, to enable deployment, but also must
readily support large numbers of spatially-distributed sensors.
For example, when designing a control system for heating
a room, a single isolated temperature sensor is sub-optimal,
since it provides no information about the temperature gradient
or the microclimate in the room. Therefore, there is insufficient
information to determine which heaters or circulation fans
should be turned on or off, so as to obtain the desired
room conditions and reduce energy usage. Similarly, a gesture
sensing system for a large display needs electrodes that are
spatially distributed over meters, since not only can a single
hand-gesture span close to a meter, but a user can also gesture
at different locations on the screen [13]. As a vehicle to
explore ambient-sensing systems, we designed a system for
separating the voices of multiple simultaneous speakers, which
can ultimately be fed to a voice-command recognition engine
for controlling electronic systems. Circuit and architectural
details are provided in [10].

A. System Overview

A key attribute for ambient-sensing systems, such as this
one, is exploiting diversity in the types of interactions and
activities users present across the spaces they inhabit. Thus,
spatially-distributed sensing and signal processing to exploit
the resulting spatial diversity is a primary focus. Fig. 3 shows
an overview of our source separation system [10], [11].
In the large-area domain the system consists of a 16-element
microphone array, spanning 2.25 m, which has been attached
to a wall of a conference room. Flexible microphones made
from polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), a piezoelectric polymer,
and localized TFT amplifiers have been developed. The signals
from the amplifiers are subsequently fed to a CMOS IC
for system control, sensor readout and digitization. On a
signal-processing level we developed an algorithm for source
separation, based on beamforming. A key feature of this
algorithm is that it is “blind”, e.g., it requires no knowledge
about the location of the speakers or microphones, but instead
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Fig. 3. System architecture of a source separation system based on a large-
area microphone array.

Fig. 4. Thin-film PVDF microphone design, including (a) structure, (b) fre-
quency response (measured in an anechoic chamber, with a loudspeaker
directly facing the microphone), and (c) finite element simulations showing
the resonant modes [10].

it adapts to the unique acoustic environment of the room.
Specifically, it has been designed to work in reverberant rooms,
such as the majority of rooms found in a typical building, and
it can support the wide variations associated with large-area
microphones.

1) Sensors: PVDF Microphone: As shown in Fig. 4, the
microphone we developed has a diaphragm made from PVDF,
a piezoelectric thin-film polymer, which is attached to two
standoffs, so as to form a bridge-type structure. The micro-
phone is a pressure-gradient microphone. This means that
since it is not inside a sealed enclosure, the diaphragm deflects
due to a pressure difference between the sound reaching the
top and bottom face [18]. Mechanical-to-electrical transduc-
tion functions primarily in the piezoelectric d31 mode, where
it converts horizontal strain into a vertical potential difference
between the electrodes.

The PVDF is 28 μm thick, and has dimensions of
1.5 cm (width) × 1.0 cm (length). These dimensions were
chosen to ensure that the microphone was exposed to a
uniform sound field, since the wavelength (∼ 7 cm) for
the maximum frequency of interest for speech (5000 Hz) is
substantially larger than the microphone. As shown in Fig. 4,
due to its bridge-type structure, the microphone has numer-
ous resonant peaks. We have tuned the strain of the PVDF

Fig. 5. Simulated frequency response of perfectly uniform, omnidirectional
microphones and speakers in a (a) reverberant room, and (b) non-reverberant
room [10].

Fig. 6. Polar diagram measured in an anechoic chamber of a PVDF
microphone [10].

diaphragm to match the resonant peaks of human speech,
which is concentrated from 500–3000 Hz [19].

When developing a system based on a large-area micro-
phone array it is important to take into account that the
frequency response of the microphones to a single speaker
varies significantly. This can be attributed to:

1) Location in the room: When sound is traveling from
a speaker to a microphone it experiences significant
reverberations (reflections) from surfaces in the room.
For example, Fig. 5(b) shows the simulated frequency
response for a microphone with a perfectly flat frequency
response in an room with no reverberations (e.g., ane-
choic), while Fig. 5(a) shows the frequency response for
the same microphone in a typical reverberant room. This
is one of the principal sources of variation and cannot be
tackled by improving the microphone. Instead circuits
and algorithms need to be designed that are robust to
microphone variation.

2) Manufacturing variability: During manufacturing micro-
phone parameters, such as the tension of the diaphragm,
can vary. Fig. 4(b) shows the frequency response of
three microphones that were fabricated using the same
process. Although improvements in the manufacturing
process could reduce this variation, the large-area nature
of the processing means a significant level of variation
is likely to remain.

3) Microphone directionality: Since the microphone is a
pressure-gradient microphone, different sound pressures
act on both faces of the PVDF diaphragm depending on
the direction of sound, causing a directional frequency
response (see Fig. 6).
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Fig. 7. (a) Schematic of a two stage TFT amplifier, including (b) the
simulated tradeoff between including versus not including a localized TFT
amplifier before long interconnects to a CMOS IC [10].

2) Pre-Amplifiers–Localized LAE versus Centralized
(CMOS-IC) Amplifiers: For this system one of the key
tradeoffs is whether to amplify the signal from the microphone
using LAE, TFT-based amplifiers or to amplify it directly on
the CMOS IC. The TFT-based amplifiers have the advantage
of being localized, since they are fabricated directly adjacent
to the microphone. On the other hand the CMOS IC amplifiers
benefit from having transistors with lower noise and better
power efficiency for a target noise level, but have long
interconnects (∼ 1 m) between the LAE microphone and the
CMOS IC, which are susceptible to stray noise coupling.

When comparing these options we implemented both
a localized TFT-based amplifier, and a low-noise ampli-
fier (LNA) on the centralized CMOS IC with ∼1 m long
interconnects. The thin-film amplifier consists of a two-stage
differential amplifier, formed from a-Si TFTs [20] with
W/L=3600 μm/6 μm, as shown in Fig. 7. The first stage is a
gain stage (with gain of 17 dB), while the second is a buffer
stage (with gain of 3 dB) to drive long (∼ 1 m) interconnects
from the LAE to the CMOS IC. The LNA on the CMOS
IC consists of a single-stage resistively loaded differential
amplifier. In order to achieve the low noise performance,
a relatively large-sized input transistor (96 μm/12 μm) is
employed to reduce the 1/ f noise. The LNA is designed
to have a gain of 16 dB with 2.6 μVRM S integrated noise
between 0.3 and 3 kHz.

To analyze the noise tradeoff, common-mode noise at 60 Hz
is intentionally coupled to the differential LAE intercon-
nects preceding the CMOS IC (through the bias node VB3,
see Fig. 7). When no noise is coupled, the remote CMOS
amplifier has 4× lower total input referred noise than the
localized LAE amplifier. This is due to the noise of the
TFT amplifier itself. However, with a stray noise of just
160 mV, which is a value typically exceeded for certain
microphone channels during testing, the TFT amplifier has
an input referred noise lower than the CMOS. This highlights
the benefit of using localized LAE amplifiers fabricated over
large-areas to interface with the microphones.

Fig. 8. Sound propagating from two simultaneous sources to a microphone
array in an anechoic room.

3) CMOS IC: As shown in Fig. 3, the output of the LAE
amplifier is fed into a Variable Gain Amplifier (VGA) on
the CMOS IC. The VGA plays a key role by compensating
for sensitivity variations and, in turn, the widely differing
amplitudes of the signals outputted by the thin-film micro-
phones. Following the VGA there is an integrating ADC,
which digitizes the sample to 11 bits [10].

B. Signal Processing: Beamforming-based Blind
Source Separation

1) Background - Beamforming in an Ideal Room: Delay-
and-sum beamforming uses a microphone array to “focus”
on a given source. Therefore, it can be used to enhance a
target sound source, and cancel undesired sources, known as
interferers.

As shown in Fig. 8, since the array can be treated as a linear
system, each microphone receives a summation of the target
signal to be recovered and the interferer. In an anechoic room
(e.g., with no reverberations), the difference in the time it takes
for the sound from a given source to reach two microphones,
known as the time difference of arrival (TDOA), is the same
for all frequencies. Assuming the source is in the far-field,
so sound can be treated as a planar wave, the difference
in TDOAs between a pre-selected reference microphone and
another microphone, m, for a source, s, can be calculated using
a simple geometric expression

Dms = d sin(�)

c
(1)

where d is the microphone spacing, c is the speed of sound in
air, and � is the angle between a microphone and the source.

In conventional delay-and-sum beamforming, the already
known TDOAs are used to time align the target signal across
all microphones in the array, so they add constructively. At the
same time the interferer will be attenuated preferably, due to
it adding incoherently. The output of a conventional delay-
and-sum beamformer when “focusing” on a source, s, can be
expressed as [21]:

̂x ′s(t) =
M

∑

m=1

ym(t − Dms) (2)

where ym(t) is the signal recorded at each microphone, m, and
consists of the sum of the time delayed target signal and the
interferer.
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of source separation algorithm.

2) Algorithm Design—Beamforming in a Reverberant
Room: In a practical room conventional delay-and-sum beam-
forming is not a viable approach for source separation. This
is due to reverberations from surfaces leading to multipath
propagation, causing the time delays between microphones
to be frequency dependent and difficult to estimate using a
geometrical expression [22], particularly in the presence of
the strong directionality exhibited by the PVDF microphone
structure. To overcome these challenges we developed an
algorithm that makes no assumptions about the propagation
of sound in the room. Rather, we extract time delays for each
microphone-source pair on the fly from the sound mixture
of simultaneous sources. This enables our algorithm to adapt
to the unique acoustic properties of each room (e.g., size,
reverberation time, placement of objects), changes in locations
of the sources, and variations (directionality) in microphone
transduction. The algorithm is “blind”, because it requires no
information about the location of speakers or sources. The
only information our algorithm needs about the environment
is the number of sources. Thus, we avoid time consuming and
technically challenging location measurements [23].

As shown in Fig. 9, the algorithm consists of a beam-
forming, binary mask and time delay estimator stage. The
beamforming stage uses the same principles as conventional
delay-and-sum beamforming, given by (2). It differs by
being implemented in the frequency domain, so as to uti-
lize frequency-dependent time delays. The frequency-domain
output of the beamformer for a frame with index, L, can be
expressed as

̂X ′s
re f (ω, L) =

M
∑

m=1

Ym (ω, L)e− jωDms (ω) (3)

where Ym (ω, L) is the mixture recorded by each microphone,
and Dms(ω) is the frequency-dependent time delay between
the reference and each microphone.

Due to the wide dynamic range of human hearing, we found
that the beamforming stage alone did not sufficiently cancel
out the interferers. Therefore, we implemented an additional
binary mask stage. This stage exploits the fact that when
speech is represented in the frequency domain, for short
time frames (∼100 ms) the frequency bins with the largest
magnitude from one speaker rarely overlap with the frequency
bins with the largest magnitude from another speaker [24].
To further cancel interferers we can compare the separated
output for one speaker with the separated output for another
speaker after the beamforming stage. If a given bin is larger for

Fig. 10. Applying a binary mask to a time frame outputted by the
beamforming stage.

Fig. 11. Cluster analysis applied to different frames (represented by points)
to identify a frame where only one source is active.

one speaker than the other speaker, we keep the bin, otherwise
the bins is set to zero. This operation is illustrated in Fig. 10.

To estimate the frequency dependent time delays, one option
is to carry out a calibration procedure before running the sepa-
ration algorithm. The procedure is based on extracting the time
delays from a segment of speech with each speaker talking
in isolation. To avoid this calibration procedure, we instead
extract the time delays in the background from the recording
with multiple simultaneous speakers, while at the same time
running the separation algorithm (e.g., the beamforming and
binary mask stage). In this case, we extract the time delays
for a given speaker by identifying a short time frame from
the recording with multiple speakers in which only one of the
speakers is primarily active. We use cluster analysis to identify
this frame. As illustrated in Fig. 11, each point is extracted
from a different frame of the speech mixture, where the axes
(e.g., the feature vector) consists of the phase difference for
each frequency bin between two microphones in the array.
Each frame is classified, using a k-means algorithm [25],
exclusively as belonging to one source or another, even if the
frame consists of a mixture of multiple sources or contains no
speech. Therefore, to identify a frame where only one source
predominates, for each point from a given cluster we calculate
the Silhouette Factor, which is a statistical measure of how
well a point belongs to the cluster, based on minimizing intra-
cluster distances and maximizing inter-cluster distances [26].
The frame from each cluster with the largest Silhouette Factor
is used to estimate the time delays.

C. System Demonstration

To test our system, we used two simultaneous speech
recordings played through two loudspeakers. The experi-
ment was setup in a reverberant conference room, as shown
in Fig. 12. To characterize the quality of our algorithm we used
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Fig. 12. Experimental room setup (top view). Experimental room setup (top
view). Drawn to scale. B and C are the speakers located at coordinates (x,y),
with speaker orientation given by the angle accompanying each source. T60
is the room reverberation time. [11].

Fig. 13. Separating two sources with an array of LAE (PVDF) micro-
phones [11].

the Perceptual Evaluation of Sound Quality (PESQ) metric,
with clean speech recordings from the TSP database [27]
as the reference signal. PESQ mean opinion scores (MOS)
range from −0.5 (bad) to 4.5 (excellent) [28]. As shown
in Fig. 13, we obtained high quality separation results for
the PVDF microphone array, which were only slightly lower
than the PESQ scores that would be obtained if one of the
sources were to played in isolation (e.g., the best possible
PESQ score). When we only used the beamforming stage with
frequency dependent time delays, but not the full algorithm
including the binary mask stage, results were much poorer,
which demonstrates the need for this mask stage. Additionally,
we compared the results obtained when extracting time delays
from recordings with both speakers talking simultaneously
(e.g., using the k-means time delay estimator) and when
using white noise played by each speaker in isolation. The
scores using the time delay estimator were only slightly lower,
showing the effectiveness of our time delay estimator stage.
We also carried out critical listening tests using two live,
simultaneous human speakers. For these experiments we also
obtained high quality separation results, but cannot report
PESQ scores, since they cannot be calculated for this scenario.

To explore the impact of the microphone on the perfor-
mance of our algorithm, we repeated the same experiment
using commercial electret condenser microphones (EM-172
capsules from Primo Inc.), as shown in Fig. 14. In this
case the same trends were observed as with PVDF micro-
phones, but the PESQ scores were larger due to the increased
sensitivity and flatter frequency response of the condenser
microphones. This highlights the value of further improving

Fig. 14. Separating two sources with an array of electret microphones [11].

Fig. 15. Algorithm performance as function of the number of microphones,
experimentally measured with two sources and electret microphones.

the thin-film microphone, including carrying out research
on alternative piezoelectric thin-film materials that could
lead to higher sensitivity microphones, such as Macro Fiber
Composites (MFC) [29].

Two aspects of importance when considering LAE as a
technology for achieving spatially-distributed sensing is how
system performance is impacted by microphone non-idealities
and element scaling, both possibilities arising due to the
use of LAE. To explore the impact of non-idealities on the
performance of the system, we tested our algorithm on arrays
with different numbers of microphones (Fig. 15). Initially,
when we incrementally added microphones the PESQ score
improved rapidly, but with many microphones the PESQ
score started to level off. This result suggests that for our
experimental setup, there is a logarithmic relationship between
the number of microphones and the signal-to-interferer ratio,
as predicted by beamforming theory [30], [31]. Nevertheless,
to obtain satisfactory separation results we require at least
10 microphones, demonstrating the need for arrays that span
large-areas. Similarly, we found that to obtain satisfactory
separation results, for an array with 16 microphones, we
required an inter-microphone spacing of at least 10 cm.
A possible explanation is that for small microphone spacing,
the interferers after beamforming are not uncorrelated, which
is detrimental for the algorithm.

IV. CASE STUDY 2: EEG ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR

ON-PERSON SENSING

On-person sensing systems provide an unprecedented ability
for human users to continuously monitor and obtain closed-
loop feedback about their physiological condition, enabling
diverse applications such as observing bodily functions during
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Fig. 16. System architecture for the EEG acquisition and biomarker-
extraction system, where LAE circuits interface with an eventual
CMOS IC [12].

physical exercise, watching the health of medical patients,
or monitoring the stress signals of emergency profession-
als [32]. By collating information from a wide variety of
individuals over extended periods of time, on-person sensing
systems could have a wide-ranging positive impact on human
health and quality of life, allowing individuals to gain insight
about their own physiology and giving policymakers improved
information for taking public health decisions. LAE can play
an important role in the development of these systems by
providing a platform for building flexible and lightweight
sensing systems that can have a form factor that is comfortable
and unobtrusive to wear over extended periods of time.

A. System Overview

As a vehicle to explore this application space, we developed
an EEG acquisition and biomarker-extraction system with
a flexible-form factor. The system aims to overcome the
disadvantages of traditional EEG-recording systems, including
requiring careful electrode placement on the scalp and needing
large amounts of cabling, which reduce patient comfort, espe-
cially during long recording sessions, and prevent widespread
adoption outside of a clinical setting. A system diagram is
shown in Fig. 16, and circuit details are provided in [12].
Similar to the prior case study, this system also emphasizes a
hybrid LAE / CMOS architecture, and involves co-designing
sensors, circuits and signal processing. For this system, where
a typical arrangement might consist of 18 electrodes, and can
be have in excess of a hundred electrodes, one of the principal
design considerations is to reduce the number of interfaces
between the LAE and CMOS domains. This is because the
number of interfaces pose a dominating concern for assembly
complexity, cost, and reliability. The reduction in interfaces is
achieved by combining electrodes and TFT circuits on the
same flexible sheet. Not only do the TFT circuits enable
signals from multiple electrodes to be multiplexed on the
same output interface, but, motivated by limited sampling rate
due to speed limitations of the TFT multiplexing circuits, it
enables the implementation of compressive-sensing acquisi-
tion to reduce the sampling rate requirements. On a signal-
processing level, the system aims to not only reconstruct EEG

Fig. 17. TFT chopper-stabilized amplifier. (a) Dielectric failure rate as a
function of gate area, and (b) effect of the chopper amplifier on the noise
power spectral density [12].

time-domain waveforms, but also extract features of the EEG
for a broad range of inferences. In addition to current clinical
applications, readily deployable EEG systems are envisioned
to enable Brain Computer Interfaces in our daily lives, for
applications ranging from detection of mental states [33] to
possibly vehicular control [34].

1) TFT Instrumentation Amplifier: A primary chal-
lenge with EEG acquisition is the low amplitude of
signals (∼10-100 μV). This necessitates localized low-noise
amplifiers near the electrodes to mitigate the subsequent
influence of stray noise sources. The problem with a TFT
implementation is that TFTs have large 1/f noise in the spectral
band of interest for EEG acquisition, due to high density
of traps in the semiconductor and semiconductor-dielectric
interface. A standard approach for addressing 1/f noise is to
increase device dimensions. However, while this also works
for TFTs, low-temperature-deposited gate dielectrics have
increased susceptibility to pin holes, causing the increased
failure rate shown in Fig. 17(a). Thus, an alternative employed
in the system is the use of a chopper-stabilized amplifier
topology [35], where the input signal is first up-modulated to a
frequency band less affected by 1/f noise, then amplified, and
then down-modulated back to baseband. While this requires
the TFTs to operate at higher speed, analysis [12] shows that
this is readily achieved, leading to the measured improvement
in noise power spectral density (PSD) shown in Fig. 17(b), as
required for EEG acquisition.

2) TFT Scanning: As mentioned, a critical design objective
for the EEG system is to minimize the number of intercon-
nections to the CMOS IC. This is achieved by multiplexing
multiple EEG channels onto a single interface, enabling their
accessing sequentially, one at a time. The scanning circuit,
shown in Fig. 18, enables us to acquire data from an arbitrary
number of LAE sensors through only a single output interface
between the LAE and the CMOS IC. It requires only three
control signals (two-phase clock signals, CLK/CLKb, and a
global reset signal, GRST) from the CMOS IC, which are
initially inputted into TFT level converters to generate higher
voltage swings. Each channel has its own scanning circuit
block, which is connected as a chain to blocks from other
channels. The transition of CLK/CLKb is used to sample the
blocks in a sequential manner, so that at any given time only
one block has access to the interface and all other blocks are
disabled [36].
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Fig. 18. TFT scanning circuit [12].

The speed of each block within the scanning circuit is
limited by a critical time constant set by the load resistor RL

and output capacitor Cint . It should be noted that the designer
cannot independently select the value of these components, but
rather they are ultimately set by the TFTs. Due to the lack of
PMOS transistors, the scan block relies on a pseudo-NMOS
stage for charging and discharging node X . Thus, for adequate
swing, RL must be large with respect to the on current of the
stage TFT. Similarly, when node X rises, the enable signal
EN[N] is raised through a capacitor divider formed by Cint

and the parasitic load capacitances of subsequent TFTs. This
means that Cint must be sized to be significantly larger than the
TFT parasitic capacitances. For a-Si TFTs, this time constant
limits the scanning speed to about 10 kHz. While the EEG
signals themselves have a bandwidth of about 300 Hz, after
passive single-pole filtering of each channel, a bandwidth of
2 kHz is required for robust Nyquist sampling. Thus, the
scanning speed would limit the number of channels in the sys-
tem to less than five. To overcome this limitation we employ
compressive-sensing acquisition, as described in Section IV-B.

B. Signal Processing: Compressive Spectral-Energy Feature
Extraction for Seizure Detection

1) Background: Traditionally, a signal is acquired by sam-
pling at a rate above the Nyquist rate. Compressive sensing
provides an alternative by exploiting sparsity in the signal,
possibly when it is represented in some transform domain.
EEG signals are known to be sparse in the Gabor domain. This
makes compressive sensing well suited for the EEG system, by
enabling reconstruction over an increased number of channels
to be sampled by the speed-limited scanning circuit.

While our primary interest is in extracting features of
the EEG to enable inferences, compressive sensing has been
most commonly employed to reconstruct an original signal,
represented as a vector �x of dimensionality N . This is done
by expressing the signal as

�x = ��s (4)

where � is known as the representation matrix, consisting of
concatenated column vectors corresponding to a basis where
�x is sparse. Thus, �s is a column vector with dimensionality N ,
consisting of weighting coefficients. If �x is indeed sparse,

Fig. 19. Compressive-sensing acquisition circuits based on TFTs for sub-
Nyquist scanning [12].

only a small number of elements in �s will have non-zero
value. These can be determined by a corresponding number of
measurements taken of �x . The theory of compressive sensing
dictates that any set of measurements represented by the
M-dimensional vector �y is adequate, such that

�y = ��x = ���s, (5)

where � is an M × N matrix referred to as the measurement
matrix, so long as the �� satisfies the Restricted Isome-
try Property (RIP) [37]. In this case, reconstruction simply
requires finding a sparse solution for �s in (5), which can
be done using L1-norm minimization. It should be pointed
out that, using a Gabor basis � , with which EEG is known
to be sparse, a random matrix � will satisfy RIP with high
likelihood [38], making the required measurements for sparse
reconstruction of EEG rather amenable to acquire.

2) Algorithm Implementation: Instead of reconstructing
EEG signals, our interest is in extracting features for per-
forming inferences; and, instead of performing compressive
sensing in the discrete digital domain, our interest is in
performing compressive sensing in the analog domain before
sampling of channels by the speed-limited scanning circuit.
First, to perform compressive sensing, we implement an analog
architecture [39] in the LAE domain, as shown in Fig. 19.
A modulator (shown in the inset) applies a pseudorandom
chipping sequence of ± 1 at 500 Hz, which comes from
a CMOS IC. Following this, a low-pass single-pole filter
with a low cutoff frequency (∼ 0.03 Hz, to approximate
integration) performs continuous-time convolution, enabling
an operation similar to matrix-vector multiplication. Sampling
the resulting signal with a uniform-sampling scanning circuit,
the entire chain is equivalent to multiplication of a discrete-
time representation of an EEG signal by a random matrix �.

Once the compressively sensed signal from a channel is
digitized by an ADC in the CMOS IC, we can reconstruct
the original EEG signal as though it were Nyquist sampled.
However, in practice, L1-norm minimization is computation-
ally intensive, even for an embedded CMOS IC [37]. Fur-
ther, because we are ultimately interested in features of the
EEG for subsequent inference operations, we can focus on
efficient methods for feature extraction rather than full signal
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Fig. 20. Setup and measured results of EEG acquisition from a human
subject [12].

reconstruction. Specifically, a common feature set for EEG is
the spectral energy distribution of each channel (e.g., over a
1–2 s epoch). Such features can be obtained through a bank of
band-pass filters (with appropriately chosen center frequencies
and bandwidths) followed by energy accumulation. The key
to our algorithmic approach is that energy accumulation of
a vector can be achieved by taking its inner product with
itself, and that inner products between vectors are preserved
following random projection [40]. With our interest being
to accurately estimate inner-products rather than the original
signal, sparse reconstruction, and thus L1-norm minimization,
can be avoided. Instead, much simpler L2-norm minimization
can be performed to estimate the signal, simply so that a band-
pass filter with desired frequency response (center frequency
and bandwidth) can be applied. This leads to a simple linear
projection to estimate �x :

x̃ = �T (��T )−1 �y. (6)

As an example, for this case study, we demonstrate how the
resulting features can be used to perform seizure detection in
epileptic patients. System demonstration details are given in
the next section.

C. System Demonstration

To demonstrate the system prototype, EEG acquisition is
performed recording α-waves from a human subject using
standard Ag/AgCl electrodes. Fig. 20 shows the setup used.
Two electrodes feed into the thin-film low-noise amplifier, one
which is connected to the occipital location and one which is a
reference electrode connected on the apex. During acquisition,
the subject cycles through 10 s periods of closing and 10 s
periods of opening the eyes. From the short-time Fourier
transform shown in Fig. 20, the expected 10 Hz rhythm of
the α-wave is observed when the subjects eyes are closed.

We also demonstrate compressed EEG acquisition, which
includes use of the TFT sub-Nyquist scanning circuits. The
setup is similar to that used to acquire EEGs from a human
subject. The main difference is that instead of using scalp-
interfaced electrodes, a function generator is used for analog
replay of EEG data from an epileptic patient. The EEG data
for this test is obtained from the CHB-MIT database [41], [42],

Fig. 21. Reconstructed EEG signals for various compression factors from
measured samples [12].

Fig. 22. Measured classification results for seizure detection, including TP
(true positive), TN (true negative) and the error rate [12].

and the function-generator output is appropriately scaled to the
corresponding EEG amplitudes. Fig. 21 shows representative
examples of reconstructed EEG waveforms acquired compres-
sively at up to 8× below the Nyquist rate.

We also tested the performance of our system when detect-
ing seizures. The feature vector consisted of 56 different
spectral-energy features, extracted from a two second time seg-
ment of reconstructed EEG-channel signals [via (6)]. In total,
seven EEG channels were included and eight spectral-energy
features were extracted from each using band-pass filters
centered at frequencies from 0–21 Hz. The EEG data came
from a dataset consisting of 4950 non-seizure epochs and
100 seizure epochs, randomly sampled from one epileptic
patient from the CHB-MIT database. Seizure detection was
carried out using a support-vector machine (SVM) classifier
with a radial-basis function (RBF) kernel. As shown in Fig. 22,
good performance is maintained even at high compression
ratios.

V. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated through two case studies how a
hybrid architecture, based on leveraging the complementary
strengths of LAE and CMOS, is a compelling platform for
the next generation of HCIs. For the source separation system
we showed how, by exploiting the spatial filter capabilities
of a large-area microphone array, we are able to success-
fully isolate the voices of two simultaneous speakers. This
could ultimately be used as an alternative to a close contact
microphone, as a front-end for a voice-command recognition
system, or as a sound-source location detector. Similarly,
for the EEG system we demonstrated how by combining
electrodes and thin-film circuits on the same flexible sheet,
we developed a system with a more natural form-factor and a
reduced number of external interfaces. This improves patient
comfort and facilitates deployment outside of a clinical setting.
Additionally, we showed how by incorporating compressed
sensing and SVM classifiers, this system goes beyond just
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providing raw EEG reading, and can also perform specific
inferences, such as seizure detection. Both cases highlight the
importance of signal-processing/-inference algorithms, in two
regards. The first is for converting embedded signals, which
only peripherally express human intentions and/or states of
interest, but which can be opportunistically acquired by LAE
sensors, into specific outputs for controlling HCIs of the future.
The second is for overcoming the performance limitations of
LAE in order to robustly obtain the specific control outputs.
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